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The Woo STER VoICE

The Voice reminds students that it
criticisms and comments on
campus questions through' the "Letters to the Editor."
welcomes

--

There will be no Voice
The next

issue will be

Thursday, Mar.

25.

WOOSTER, OHIO, THURSDAY, MARCH 11, 1943

Volume LIX

am week.

Number 19

COLOR DAY PLANS NEAR COMPLETION
Scots Tie Capital

Students Will Choose May Queen
In Election Tomorrow; Navy May
Hold Military Review at Activities

Rydstrom and Baker Vie For May Queen Title

For Top Rating
Harry Eicher Ends Brilliant Basketball Career As
--

Election of the 1943 May Queen tomorrow will bring plans for
Wooster Color Day one step nearer completion. Present arrangements
for this annual spring observance include the traditional ceremony of
the coronation of the May Queen, and if possible, a military review
of the Naval School cadets at Wooster. This review is planned to
take the place of the usual pageant.
Color Day will be held this year on

Si

Second Highest Scorer in Wooster History

HP

By FRED EVANS

Last Saturday night, with Harry Eicher and Captain Rich Sproull
ending their college basketball careers in a blaze of glory, the 'Scots
mauled a feared Kent State quintet by a thirty'five point margin, 64'29,
and thus swept. into a tie with Capital for the Conference title. This
win, giving Wooster a season's record of twelve and four, extended
the string of Scot league victories on the home floor to
But the high point of the game,
which really overshadowed the actual
fifty-thre-

victory, came when Big Ike sent his
second field goal of the evening swishing through the hoop in the closing
minutes of the first half. Although
few of the spectators were aware of it
at the time, with that counter the
rangy pivot man became the second
highest scorer in Wooster cage history.
Before the final gun went off Harry
had added nineteen more points, finaltotal at 631.
ly placing his three-yea- r
,r

"Pudge" Hole, now serving

over-

seas with the Marine Corps, formerly was the No. 2 scorer in Wooster. history With 611 points over a

stretch. This is far behind the 985 total rung up by
gang
Nick Frascella, the one-maof several years ago. During his
Frascella
senior year, 1937-3notched 394 points in eighteen
games. Eicher during the current
season ran up a total of 287 in
sixteen contests.
three-yea-

r

n

8,

The showing of the Golden Flashes
disappointing for they were

was highly
-

expected to provide strong opposition,
But from the start they were in the
hole. Wooster was off to a quick lead
with Bill Lytle sinking a long one and
Sproull. following up with two buckets,
one his specialty a push shot down
the middle.
The Kent boys never
seemed to recover from this opening
deluge. The count was 14-- 7 after the
first eight minutes. Ten minutes later
the score stood at 28-- and the Flashes
(Continued on Page 3)
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MacPHEE
An interesting and varied selection
of new books meets the wondering eye
t
t
t .or tne student m the lib this week"Let the People Know", a new book
by Norman Angell is one for which
Americans have been waiting a long
time and. which holds a keen interest
for college students. Its purpose is to
tell facts, to clear minds of the misunderstandings of the present world
conditions. It is a discussion of the
big question of why we are fighting
and what peace will result out of the
confusion of World War II.
By BETTY

e

.

--

All students interested in art
and - painting will be delighted
with the two new Phaidon Press
books. "The Paintings of Frans
Hals" contains one hundred and
.

seventeen skillful reproductions.
The second, "Raphael", contains
120 plates, 17 in gorgeous colors,
and gives a full representation of
the great artist's best work. Both
books are beautiful to look at and
to study, and well worth the time.
For the bookworms in the crowd,
there is an entertaining and enlightening book by Helen, E. Haines entitled
"What's in a Novel". Miss Haines discusses fiction in general and the
changing values and moods of the
writer. She gives her shrewd and swift
opinion of a great many books and
plays no favorites.
A superbly written new novel by
Robert Hillyer, "My Heart for
Hostage" will be enjoyed by all
students. It is the haunting love
story of a"yun8 American in
Paris after the last war as he
strives to find himself in the confusion and corruption of a post
war world. It will be read again
and again for its charm and reality.

"Rip Tide of Agression" by Lilian Mowrer is a picture, of the present
world crisis and America's part in it.
The author's purpose is to give us a
better background and understanding
r(
vint Slut rfnpa rVi i in a
vivid and appealing way.
;

rrott

James Brown to
Speak in Forum
Sunday Evening

e.

Culler Presents
New Prize For

1

James W. Brown, representative of
the International Committee of the
Y.M.C.A. for 21 years in Rumania,

K&i

Physics Student

will speak

at Sunday Evening Forum,
at 7 o'clock in Taylor

this Sunday

A
donated to
the college for the Physics Department. The Joseph Albertus Culler
prize in Physics, of the value of 40,
was established in 1942. It is awarded
annually to the sophomore or freshman who attains the highest rank in
"
general college physics.
new prize has been

hall. Everyone is cordially invited to
attend.
Mr. Brown was rescued from
d
Europe with the party of
American diplomats who arrived in
New York June 1, on the S S
Nazi-controlle-

Drot-tninghol- m

'.

It

was given by Joseph

Albertus
Culler, graduate of the College of
Wooster, class of '84 and a physics
major. He earned his degree as doctor of philosophy here in 1900. After
serving as principal of the Cambridge
and Kenton high schools from 1884
to 1903, Dr. Culler became superin-tendaof schools at Kenton and
Bowling Green. After that, he went to
Miami University as head of the
physics department. Dr. Culler did
outstanding service in research in the
fields of radio and radium and it was
he that assembled one .of . thefirst
wireless sets in Ohio. He also did remarkable laboratory work in paper-makinHe is the ' author of many
text books on physics.
.

nt

g.

A benefactor of Wooster, he left
the college 1,000 in his will, the
income of which was to be used as
prizes for students in physics. This
particular prize wilf be awarded this
spring for the first time. Another prize
in physics is available. It is the Arthur
H. Compton Prize in Physics, "established in 1928 by the Class of 1913,
of the value of 25,' is awarded to the
major student attaining highest honors in physics."
--

W.A.A. To Present

Courtesy Wooiter Daily Record

Candidates

for May Queen in the election tomorrow are Marg Rydstrom and Evelyn Baker.

Navy Announces
Test For College
Men on April 2

Henry Cole Speaks
At Chapel March

Women Vote For
WSGA Prexies,

17

YWCA Officers

Henry Cole, General Boys'
Work Secretary of the Akron Y. M.
Petitions for Margo Drury, Eleanor
C. A., will be the guest speaker in Webster, and Barbara Woodward for
Men who are not now in the En- chapel
on Wednesday, Mar. 17 under Judicial President and petitions for
listed Reserves should take notice of the auspices of Y.M.C.A. Dr. Cole
Jane Atkinson and Ruth Kress for
theavy'snnQuncemeniQfanew
will speak of. his experiences in Liber- Adminiatrative-President- a
eir.
college training program known as the
ia. In 1941 he was sent by the Fire- culated for the coming W.S.G.A.
Program. The test used for the stone Rubber Co. to an air field in
election.
preliminary selection of the men who Liberia which is near their rubber
All petitions are now being circulated
are to be given this college training plant there. This air field was under
the women's dormitories
throughout
will be given here on the campus bethe direction of the U. S. Army and for thef nomination of the Administratween the hours of 9 and 11 a.ra.. on Cole was put in charge of the housing,
tive and Judicial presidents of the
Friday, Apr. 2, 1943.
administration, and general mainten- Women's Self Government AssociaThe test is open to men now in col- ance of the employees of Firestone tion. These petitions can be obtained
lege, age 17 to 19 inclusive. The re- there. He spent nine months in Li- from either Bea Lockwood or Phoebe
quirements for the selection of appli- beria and learned much of the tribes Houser and must be returned to them
in the vicinity of their customs. Dr. not later than 4:30 on Friday aftercants include the usual physical
of the Navy eyes uncor- Cole is also well informed on
noon, Mar. 12.
and African relations. Since his
rected visual acuity, 1820 for each
Fifty girls from any class must
eye and evidence of potential officer return to the United States, he has sign each petition in order for it to
qualifications
including
appearance done a great deal of speaking on his be valid. Any girl may sign only one
experiences in Liberia, and Wooster is petition although she may sign one
scholarship
records.
and
indeed fortunate to have such a speak, for Administrative president and one
Men now enlisted in any branch of
er who brings a real message of special for Judicial president. The elections
the armed services include V--l and
interest today.
(Continued on Page 4)
V-reserves are not eligible to take
Dr.

re-bei-

ng

V-1- 2

quali-ficadqn-

s

lend-leas- e

this test. The test will be administered
on April 2 by Mr. Southwick and
Professor Miller. The rooms in which
the tests will be given will be an- nounced later.

The above announcement was reThe Women's Athletic Association
leased
to the Voice Mar. 9 bp Arthur
will present an evening of country
Southwick,
Director of Vocational
F.
and modern dance in the gymnasium
Guidance
Placement.
and
Tuesday, Mar. 16, at 7:30 p.m. The
group is under the direction of Miss
Geneva Jacobs, faculty adviser.
This evening of dance is presented
annually by the dance classes, and
everyone is invited to attend. Admission is free,
.

The program it as follows:
Part I. Country' dancing; Two
Squares, traditional, Cowboy Schot-tischtraditional; presented by the
"
Country Dance classesT
s
Part II. Modern Dance;
Cake Walk, Debussy; Song,
MacDowell; To The Sea, MacDowell;
Jalousie, Gade; Dance Technique,
MacDowell; Circus Women, Copland;
Two Etudes, (a) Group", (b) solo,
S'criabin; Dress Rehearsal, Copland;
Golliwoggs Cake Walk, Debussy.
The membership of the Modern
Dance group is as follows: Wilma
Conover, Betty Lee Denman, Lenore
Dunlap, .. Annette Freeman, Beatrice
Hannum, Lois Hayanga, Edna Hyatt,
Shirley Parker, Margaret Russell, Jean
Swan, Janet Thompson, and Lila May
Walkdon.
Lenore Dunlap is the Women's Athletic representative; Wilma Oliver and
Mary Louise Findlay are piano accompanists.
e,

Golli-wogg-

The College has recently sold
all of its excess silverware to Mt.
Union in order to help them provide for an army unit which is
'"
now stationed there.
Baldwin Wallace officials were
on the Wooster campus Wednesday to study our methods of housing and feeding the naval units.

and will have an amazing
story to tell of conditions in Rumania
under the Nazi yoke.
Polish Relief
With the rush of Polish refugees to
Rumania after the fall of Poland in
September 1939, Mr. Brown and Paul
Super, National Polish "Y" secretary,
organized a vast relief program for
tens of thousands of Poles. When Mr.
Super returned to America in 1940,
Mr. Brown carried on the entire adn
ministration of the
Relief Commission's work at 37 centers; employing 511 people, 677
workers and 16 doctors. When
war was declared between Great Britain and Germany, he took over the interests of many evacuated Britishers.
Polish-America-

vol-unte- er

Tortured by Nazis
Then came the Iron Guard

--

5

Program By Class
In Modern Dancing

-

upris-

ings, earthquakes, Rumania's capitulation to the Nazis, and the bombing
of Bucharest by the Russians. Mr.
Brown was arrested on false charges
of espionage in British interests.
Through the help of Swiss Legation
officials and Rumanians, he was released on Dec. 24 after five days of
secret confinement and several hours
of torture by the Gestapo. He finally
left with the American Mission from
Bucharest on Jan. 27, 1942.

Bathgateand Rogers Jhrevten Haymans, Heroine
In Kappa Thete's Play, "Arsenic and Old Lace"
."tit"
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Treasurer John Bathgate reports
that Livingstone Lodge is far ahead of
other dormitories in sales.
A unit in the war effort of Wooster,
the Stamp and Bond division is working 'with 'other units towards a reorganization inorder that it m&y meet
greater demands.'

f.,-..W.- t.

1

w
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1

-

committee are: Dr. Mary Z. Johnson;
Dr. Roy I. Grady; Dr. Martin L
Remp; Dr. Frank H. Cowles; and Dr.
Warren P. Spencer.

J

..

"
"

On three consecutive evenings of
this weelc the lovable and kindly but
treacherous Brewster sisters, played by
Jane Menold and Clarice Miraldi, will
offer their deadly potion to the innocent victims who have been invited to
share the quiet, Victorian hospitality
of the Brewster home. The occasions
will be the Kappa Theta Gamma play
of the season, "Arsenic and Old
Lace" by Joseph Kesserl'ng which will
be presented at 8:1$ p.m. on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, Mar. 11,

Wooster Symphony And
College Choir Plan For
April Concert Program

t,..;,;wl
m,jM.A,-A-MamA.A.,i.'-

.

,

Courtesy Wootter
,
,
. ,
,
." I
.
.
.
.
Pictured are John Bathgate, Herb Rogers, and Phemia .Haymans
appearing in the play tonight
'

"

G. Lean, have been rehearsing strenuously under great difficulties in order
to whip 'the play into shape for presentation.
Rehearsal Time Scarce
The first of these difficulties encountered was that of setting a definite time for rehearsals. So many of
the cast had evening and Saturday
classes on their schedules that it was
usually impossible to begin the rehearsals until 9 p.m. This meant many
late hours of work for each individual
12, and 13.
involved in the production of the
'
'
'
For the past two weeks the cast and play.
.
production crews of "Arsenic and Old
Even after a definite time had been
Lace" with their director, Dr. Delbert set for rehearsals, work on the play
.

The sale of corsages and bouton-niere- s
for the Sophomore - Junior
prom is the latest feature twist in the
Spring Stamp and Bond drive on the

;?44,
...... :zz..
The Board of Trustees has authorized the appointment of the following
committee of six: Mrs. Albert D.
Frost, '20, of Columbus; Rev. Earl L
Douglass, Hon. '36, of Philadelphia;
Dr. Arthur H. Compton, '13, of Chicago; Dr. Robert E. Wilson, '14, of
New York; Rev. Hugh I. Evans, '09,
of Dayton; and Chief Justice Carl V.
Weygandt, '12, of Cleveland, as chair,

TUm

v

"- -v

Norvin Hein,

Buy Stamp Corsages!

Two committees have been appointed to assist in solving the difficult
problem of finding a successor to Dr.
Charles F. Wishart, who has expressed
his desire to be relieved of the arduous
duties of the presidency in September

The faculty has selected a committee of its members to confer from time
to time with the Trustee's committee.

our representative,

is resigning, the new
committee is to meet this week to discuss the plans concerning representing
Wooster in India. Frank Thatcher,
Norvin Hein, and Bill Alrich have
submitted plans. They include, sending a new representative, sending mon.
ey to the Union Christian College to
employ an Indian teacher, and continuing to employ Norvin Hein even
though he is taking up Y.M.C.A.
work.

Wishart Successor
For September '44

man.

-

.

Committees Discuss

.

Students Choose Bruere
And Craven to Complete
Wooster-Indi- a
Committee

The Wooster in India committee of
the Big Four which was elected recently is: Dean Westhafer, Dr. Vance,
and Dean Bruere, and three student
members, Bill Lytle, Charles Ireland,
and Dick Craven.

Friday, May 7.
.
Evelyn Baker and Mars Rydstrom
are candidates in the final election for
May Queen to be held tomorrow from
8:30 to 4:30 in the Senate room in
Kauke. The primary elections were
held Tuesday, May 8.
At a meeting of the heads of the
Color Day committees several weeks
ago it was deemed advisable to discontinue the usual pageant because this
program comes so close to eiam week
and the commencement exercises
which have been set much earlier this
year. When no pageants were submitted to the Senate by students, this
policy was definitely decided upon.
The military review of the cadets
would fit in very nicely with Captain
Robert D. Workman, x'13, Chief of
Chaplains of the" U. ST Navy, being
here as Commencement speaker. However, these arrangements are very tentative and in no way definite.
1 he method of voting for the May
Queen was new last year and is run according to all elections held under
Student Senate sponsorship.
The nominating petitions were each
required to have 100 signatures in
order to place their candidate on the
ballot. Six petitions are permitted, but
this year only five were handed in.
The girls running were Joan Carroll
Reed, Marg Rydstrom, Jean Mclntyre,
Betty Steiner, and Evelyn Baker.
Evelyn Baker is one of the many
attractive young girls from Canton.
She is a history major and plans to
teach after her college career is over.
She has been quite active in various
campus activities such as choir, Index
staff, Educational club, and a group
leader during Prayer Week. She is a
member of the Sphinx club.
Competing with Evelyn is Marg
Rydstrom from Glenview, HI. Marg is a
music major and is interested in all
(Continued on Page 4)

Dsily Record

was further hampered by the fact that
Scott auditorium is regularly used by
the Naval Cadets as a study hall. This
made it necessary for the cast to rehearse without the benefit of scenery
or stage effects in the oratorv room.
the only other available room of Taylor hall.
But this was not the end of the
worries and headaches. , No sooner
were rehearsals under way when Don
Meisel, Oscar Olson, and Douglass
Zook, members of the cast, and Max
Knapp, stage manager, were forced
to leave colleg because of military
reasons. These places in the cast nave

(Gontuuud on Pag 4 J

In spite of a .considerable loss of
manpower to thParmed forces, both
the Wooster Symphony and the Col- lege Choir arc hoping to give tro
grams in ApriL
Professor Parmelee is planning for
the Symphony Concert Apr. 7 to in
clude Schubert's TJnfinished Symphony", and the Tschaikowsky "Romeo and Juliet Overture'.. In addition.
there will be two solos: the final move
ment of the Mendelssohn Violin Concerto played by Paulina Smith, and
v
the
Piano. Concerto
with Grace Ohki as soloist.
The choir, under the direction of
..
mX.aeB.'
Kowe, i working on Tiora
frot.
NovissimaM an American oratorio by
Horatio Parker, who was at tha head
of the Yale university music school a
quarter of a century ago.
Rimski-Korsako-

-
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THE DUFFEL BAG

has brought about the
question of what is going to happen to
athletic contests. Are we going to be forced
to give up our faj
jiports of fo0tbalLrr3
basketball and asebaUZThia question has ieen
more or less answered in the realm of professional sports since the President has felt that
baseball, in particular, contributes enough to
national morale as to warrant its continuance
this year.
age-ol- d

"

--

.

Hot

Editor-in-Chit-
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Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor
Make-u- p
Editor
.Advertising Manager
Assistant Advertising Manager
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Jo Bindley
Earl Nelson
Dick Caton
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Sports
Managing
Copy
Feature

.

Ron
Barbara Haas-ClBetsy

an

Vaub
Fred Stead
Marilyn Shaeffer
Hank Millar
Ed Morris

Auditor

STAFF ASSOCIATES
Edith Beck, Betty Gourley,
Grace Ohkl. Bffl Jooe

Betijr Ross,

ASSISTANTS
Betty Geatinf , Cary March, Helen Chandler, Stanley Mora,
Jeanne Caatner, Anne Fisher, Sally Wade, Ginny Miller,
Scotty Mdntyre, Marge Page. Jeanne Washabaugh, Fred EvatUs
Betty Talbot, Bernice Brule. Peg Miller, Anne Bowman,
Eunice McAdoo, Martha Ann Kelley,
Barbara Voorhka,
Dick Todet. Lee On thank, Doris Scheu, Mary Isabel Love,
Janet Read, Kay Bush, Lois Schrotder, Betty Neufang, Lois
Scott, Margaret Warner, Betty Waterhouse, Bill Glatt.

BUSINESS ASSOCIATES
Perry Nartca, Margaret Neely, Oorienne Coppock, Jean Curry,
Betty Leonard, Betty Russell. Janet Kenyon, Fred Stead,
Jean Cully.

people have asked us recently

ef-fe- et

.

..THAT 200.000 COLLEGIANS
ATTEND COLLEGE IN OTHER THAN
THEIR HOME 5TATE

First of all, there is the question 06 whether
Wooster could use Navy cadets to any ad'
vantage. This will depend upon whether or not
the Ohio conference will permit members to
employ men, who are in the military service
and only temporarily stationed on the campus,
to play on the teams. This will probably be
taken up at a meeting of the conference in the
near future and we can only wait to see its
results. However, we think it would be safe to
speculate, and in speculation we guess that the
Ohio conference will be forced to give its con'
sent to such a move or else to abandon
sports entirely.

week Prexy pointed uut that r the petition
would be considered,
and . impertin'.
ent by the deans and faculty. At present they
are far too busy with adjustments necessitated
by the navy and the speeded up program to
consider such a question. Also, in the light of
present world events a smoking petition is a
frivolous thing over which to split campus
opinion.
-

Last week a break in the cloud of
murk and rain enveloping the islands
below the equator in the South- west Pacific was a life saver to the
Allies. For through the break in the
cloud formation a few Allied planes,
on reconnaissance north of New
Guinea and west of New Britain,
spotted a large Japanese convoy of
transports and escorts steaming forward, apparently to reinforce hard
pressed positions in the Salamaua-La- e
section of New Guinea. The battle of
the Bismarck Sea had begun.

"

.

,

It was nomore than sighted when
an advancing "weather front" blotted
it out. Contact was made again a day
later and heavy , bombers sank two r
ships and hit others before the weather
closed in again. Another break in the
low cloud cover finally gave General
MacArthur's air forces t ha clear
'
chance they wanted.

,

H

Liberators,
Fortresses,
American
Bostons and Mitchells, as well as
Australian and Netherlands planes
poured into the attack. Thousand
pound bombs and smaller stuff, nose
cannon and machine guns ripped and
blasted the frantically scattering convoy. At the end of the third day,
Mar. 4, the communique reporting all

regarding

Why is it that they always speak of a doc
tor as "practicing"?

"Smoking in women's dorms is restricted
completely to the upper floors;
smoking
on campus is bound only by the general regula- -

Too many criminals are working their way
through jails.

...

By

O.S. U. Prof

orLof-nQsmokinginxollegeiuildings;

No one has questioned

-ti-

certain amount of convention, of course. I
mean only that a woman is rarely seen strolling
along the street with a jweed jhngling f rom
- the corner.of Jier. mouth." The Oberlin Re
"
view.

the-veritjro- f-a

sign-observ-

ed

CDLUMBUSrOTACPMetrrr

on a government road project: Slow
Men

--

At Work.

... Nothing annoys,

a. woman like having her
friends droj in unexpectedly to find the house
looking as it usually does.

"Girls are not allowed to smoke on the
campus
There is, however, a special room
1

...

in one building where girls may smoke. Women
may smoke in their rooms in the newer uphill
dorms, but in the older dormitories smoking is
limited to one special room.'--' The Denisonian. -

"Women have no official smoking

pliv-ilege-

s

on the campus. Those with the habit
sneak in the puffs on Tobacco Road', a little
alley back of one of the dorms." The Kilikilik,
Heidelberg.

"

"...

under absolutely no conditions are

women permitted to smoke on the campus."
The Collegian, Grove City.

"In each dormitory for girls a special room
or 'smoker' is provided for those who wish to
smoke."

Mount Union.

"In one (girls' dorm)

It

. .

.

The Voice is not interested in pushing the

nutter any further;

Cade

By ELEANOR HOMAN
I.

... . ...

.

what we are doing here
is giving a report to the campus on a story
which can hardly be handled through our.news
columns.

A. A.

.

.

..

to-tra-

... ... ... ... ...

fTTf TTTTTTttTTTTTttI1

...

Some practical joker must have

written the
Sixth Section Open House in the date book
with invisible ink last week. Sorry, people, but
the news must be in the book by Tuesday to
put the Voice, more At Ease. ' '
Speaking of voices, a few that haven't suffered in the haunts of Hygeia are talking
about LIVINGSTONE'S FORMAL DIN- NBR and THEATRE PARTY on Friday
night from 6:30-12- .
Keep up the good gargling,
and who knows what brilliant dinner conversation the pink tablets may elicit,
r On Saturday night if choking sounds are
heard in Galpin from
blame it on mora
of the latent streptococcus rather than the
BOX SOCIAL of the FRESHMAN FORUM.
If choking is heard in Babcock at the same
time, it might be a tear gas raid on the PEA- NUT Casino. They have asked the IMPS to
share their den of iniquity from
on Sat
urday nignt.
And the sounds coming: from Tavlnr nn
Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights might
be caused by most anything anything from
vocal chords to murder. This is
the week of "Arsenic and Old Lace" and
painted throats.
d

"

1,

8-1-

over-laughe-

so-call-

f

1

--

st

Geographical Index of Third Group
Of Cadets Show Most From Michigan

all-importa-

from your hometown.

'

--

.

nt

MT. MORRIS

MISSOURI

-

the

Marines."
Curtis plays a hard-bitte.marine
lieutenant, and the script call for a
large number
of "ain'ts," "des",
n

"dats", and "dems", and "dose",
Having taught English and litera- ture at Northwestern and Duquesn
universities, Curtis is wondering what
his former students will think when
they see and hear his screen debutr7
He's especially concerned about
those he flunked in English. 3ACP.

Donald L. Esmond; MUSKEGON

William P. Busch,

DYKE--Willia-

NEW YORK

to

Edward

Maynard W. Erickson; OVID Frederick O. Gutshall; PLEASANT RIDGE
Donald D. MacGreggor, Robert R. Welch; PONTIAC Lewis C. Baum,
Jack C. Blanchard, Thomas F. Hayman, Reginald JrJohnston; PORT
HURON Nyles W. Genaw, Peter E. Heim; ROSCOMMON
Eldon F.
Ballou; ROSEVILLE
John Keefe, Howard T. Meek; ROYAL OAK
Charles E. Adams, Raymond H. Blair, James W. Caldwell, James A. Cole,
grove, Samuel J. Durant, James A. Gordon, Robert C. Howe, Wesley J.
Masta, Graley L. Petherick, Robert F. Radeff, Paul A. Seibert, Robert E.
Snead, Robert L. Van Asselt; SAGINAW William H. Dirker, Lester J.
Kluck, John H. Schofield; SHAFTSBURG Robert D. Hunter; STURGIS
Robert H. Kelso; THREE RIVERS Donald - J,- - Blakeslee; TRAVERSE.,
m
CITY Stewart W. Kinde, VAN
J. Belobraidich; VICKS-BURKenneth L. Dickson; WALLED
John H. Brown; WALDRON
LAKE Jack L. Stranahan; WYANDOTTE Jack V. Carroll.

college professor ever
signed to a movie acting contract,
Don Curtis, has little opportunity to
show his professorial perfection in

"Salute

John J. Barton; SLAUGHTERS

BELLEVUE

EAST DETROIT Harold R. Humbert; FAIR HAVEN John H.
Hewitt; FERNDALE
Winton A. McColl; FLAT ROCK Louis J. Geier-man- ;
FRANKLIN
Frank R. Dickinson;
Jacob E. Drake; GOBLES
GRAND RAPIDS James R. Bronkema, Richard J. Hondorp; GROSSE
POINTE FARMS--Char- les
G. Flemion; HIGHLAND PARK Willis A7
Assad; HOLLY--Parm- er
. Downing,
Harry. H. Jones; HQWELL Leonard
E. Gallup; HUNTINGTON WOODS Gerald J. Fons; JACKSON Robert
L. Burman, Robert Taylor Brame; LANSING Billy J. Buck, Stanley G.
Cunnington; LINCOLN PARK
Dwayne L. Eaton, Donald E. Jacobs;
LUDINGTON Francis J. Beebe; MANISTIQUE George F. Ekstrom;
MONROE
Bernard D. Donnelly; MT. CLEMENS Clyde S. Gottke.

First Mcvie Contract
To Play Marine Li.

r's

KENTUCKY

Sch-walli- e,

w011ge riOI OlynS

Metro-Goldwyn-Maye-

Richard L. Gillette.

MICHldAN-ALLEGA- N
Robe7tlal;ALGONAC JaHiei B."
Clark, John Hl.Drouillard; BASELINE
John A. Hafner; BATTLE CREEK
Buell P. Baker, Wayne R. Ball, Kermit ti. Holy; BAY CITY Albert J.
Guillemette; BENTON HARBOR Oscar E.' Wendt; BERKLEY Donald E.
Cowles, William A. Denham, Walter E. Pendery, William P. Pendery,
Charles C. Rogers, Jack F. Sherman; BIRCH RUN Richard C. Kalmbach;
BIRMINGHAM Russel C. Chapman, John L. MacDonald, Lynn" G.
Thomas R. Williams; BROWN CITY Alexander R. Andre; CADIL.
LAC Harold W. Johnson; CLAWSON
Kenneth G". Dixon; CLIMAX
Owen H. Barkley; COLDWATER
Robert A. Aebersold; CRYSTAL FALLS
Joseph L. Grattan; DEARBORN
Herbert B., Dunham, Robert D. John,
son; DETROIT Russell R, Anger, Earl G. Barnes, Harry J. Bedow, Harold
E. Bidleman, Richard E. ' Bowles, August Brinkman, Bruce A. Browne, J.
Daniel Burns, Raymond Cieslinski, John Clarkson, Robert Cochrane, William
E. Crocker, George W. Cushing, Wilford Damouth, John E. Demmer, Thorn-a- s
D. Dolan, Marshall G. Dixon, Thomas Emans, Gerald P. Fries, James A.
Funk, Alexander Gedz, Russell P. Goodrich, William Gorden, John Grady,
Ralph W. Halgreen, Thomas M. Haltom, George C. Hedges, Ned H. Hogan,
Marvin C. Hollaway, Edward Q. Holston, Emil Homana, Robert C. Jendron,
Richard I. Jones, Rolland P. Jump, Anthony C. Kaiser, John Karnago,
Richard W. Kay, Robert C. Key, Glenn R. Kinsman, Edwin W. King, Walter
Kolodzietski, Gordon J. McBride, Edward S. Schroskey, Edward S. Tooma.
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Here is the geographical index of the last contingent of Naval cadets
to arrive on the campus. These men arrived here Mar. 4 and will complete
their training about June 4. Look the list over and see if there is anyone

d

podal winter arrives.
Larger and
tougher battles threaten for the future
for Allied reconnaissance northward
from Australia over a period of weeks
has shown many signs of intensive
activity on Japan's part. She was re- portedsomJimeagQfohaye seven
divisions in New Guinea, New Britain,
the Northern Solomons and Timor,
and they have been strengthened.
There are several schools of thought
as to whether Japan will launch an
offensive- or "dig .in" and hold what.
she has thus far taken, Against every
possible choice is posed the
question of Allied initiative.
The air power General MacArthur
was able to throw into the Bismark
Sea assault was indicative of two
things the amount of material at
his command and the. development of
striking bases. It is probable that full
scale air operations are being carried
on from Milne Bay on the eastern tip
of New Guinea, and Port Moresby on
the south coast as well as Henderson
Field in the Solomons. The Allies
have thus , planted the bipod of a
deadly weapon aimed at Rabaul in
New Britain, Japan's key base in' this.
area. Offensively or defensively inclined, Japan must hold it. Allied
strategy is directed squarely at taking
it and improved weather may set the
stage for the Battle of Rabaul.
The International Relations Club

I
1

life-boat- s,

-

y

8-1-

have a large
smoker on the third floor which is the only
place in the building they are allowed to smoke.
In the other . . . two smokers are provided for
them, one on each floor of sleeping rooms."
The Olio, Marietta.

1

--

ships sunk or sinking stated: "We
have achieved a victory of such corn-jupleteness as to assume the proportions
of a major disaster to the enemy." Another day was spent in mopping up
the barges,
and rafts still
afloat.
The losses for Japan included all or
most of the 15,000 troops aboard the
twelve transports sunk and the personnel of the three light cruisers and
seven destroyers sent to the bottom.
One hundred and two Japanese planes
were shot down. American losses were
one bomber and three fighters shot
down, others damaged.
The action was described by Robert
A.
Lovett, Assistant Secretary of War
.
for Air, as "an exceedingly intelligent
application of the best technigue for
land-baseairplanes." He said, "The
outstanding lesson of the Bismarck Sea
battle is that if you use air power
properly you get dividends."
These now important islands in the
Southwest Pacific have been going

.

-

A bride should make sacrifices for her husband, but not in the form of burnt offerings.

... the use of tobacco in any form by

women may be stated in one word forbidden.
It is only within the last ten years that the use
of tobacco by men students has been permitted
at Muskingum. It was only last year that men
have been permitted to smoke cigarettes."
The Black and Magenta, Muskingum.

.

Some people seem to be born busy bodies.
They have the interferiority complex.

ods of teaching visual perception developed by an Ohio State university
professor of psychology are expected
"here to be the margin between victory
and. defeat in many an aerial dogfight before the war is ended.
And they may also turn the tide in
engagements among surface craft as
well, military men declare.
To make use of these methods developed by Dr. Samuel Renshaw, the
navy has established at Ohio State a
"recognition
school" to serve all
branches of the armed services and
all of the United Nations.
Men taking the course, 120 at a
periods, go out as
time for sixty-dainstructors in camps in every part of
the world.
Methods used in the school, the only
one of its kind in the world, are a mil.
itary secret Bur they are designed
for a speedier recognition of approaching craft, either air or surface.
In their original conception, the
methods were intended for use in
peacetime teaching, not warfare.
Several years ago Professor Ren
shaw became interested in
"mental wizards." He brought several
of them to his laboratory and sub- jected them to weeks of examination
and experimentation, to determine the
secret of their powers.
Out of this research came methods
by which Professor Renshaw was able
to develop in many of his own students the abilities ordinarily attributed
in a mysterious way to "mental wizards" and "photqgraphic minds".
Then came Pearl Harbor, and Dr.
Renshaw saw in his methods the pos- sibility of a major contribution to the
war effort. Adaptations to the military
needs were made, and several small
groups of naval officers came here on
an experimental basis.
The work met with the approval of
the navy department, which has how
entered into a contract with the unl- versity's research foundation to train
larger groups on a permanent basis.

1

The demerits of each man go onto his conduct record which in turn
goes into his personal file and follows him throughout his training as a
naval aviation cadet. If a man acquires 75 or more demerits, he is called
before the advisory board which determines whether he will be discharged
or allowed to continue training under probation.
So fellows that is how they do'od it.

through their hot, wet, subequatorial,
summer since last September. The
rain and murk that prevails has been
of great assistance to both sides in
building air fields and supporting
bases in preparation for heavy fighting when the fine, weather of the anti-

New Methods oi
Teaching Found

small college policy.

T

.

Battle of Bismarck Sea Causes Major Jap Defeat

te

Sign in a Boston library: Low Conversation
Permitted.

al
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By STARKY

women's smoking among several
other colleges, and we quote parts of these let'
ters as a matter of interest regarding the gen-er-

AMD FLEAS FOLLOW IN

INTERNATIONAL'
NT
F

HUMOR

We have received answers to an inquiry

CO-EC-

d.

ed

FUR-LOUG-

d

For any of these offenses a cadet may receive from one to ten demerits
depending upon the severity of the case find whether or not it is a repeat.
For each demerit received a penalty of 30 minutes added duty is imposed.
This does not mean that the demerit is removed but that the work is an
added penalty. For every 15 demerits or multiple thereof, a cadet is restricted
for the week-enHis added duty for this week-en- d
might consist in scrubbing
bulkheads (walls to landlubbers), decks (floors), windows, policing the
grounds, scrubbing and waxing the recreation room floor, polishing brass
.work, etc. When there is no more work to be done, the men may drill to
fill out their time.
.
o

S
SNAKES ARE A
GREATEST FEAR. BULLS. CANCER

. . .THAT

'

happy solution can be found to this pressing
question of what is to become of intercollegiate
sports.

with-- a student committee last

TAYLOR
"Hey fellows, guess what! Those little marks do'od it again!
I'm restricted this week-end.- "
By these words uttered weekly by some
cadets, the dream of a gay week-enliberty is destroyed.
Those little marks, termed demerits in any lingo, are for the
maintenance of discipline. Based on a printed schedule of various
offenses they are fairly awarded to those deserving them. A few ways
in which a cadet may bring the wrath of a demerit down upon his
shoulders are: out of line conditions found in room inspection, disrespect of authority, hair not properly cut (evidence butches), cutting or
being tardy to either a class or a formation, not being properly shaven,
unauthorized talking in class or ranks, misuse or defacing of public property,
failure to salute properly, dress or person presenting an untidy appearance,
and last (but which would present a great hardship to Woosterites) not
being out instantly at reveille (instantly means before the bell stops ringing).

Wooster is not alone in this issue. It will
affect other colleges also. We hope that some

columns three weeks ago.

'

THAT 41
OF ALL COLLEGE
STUDENTS TALK IN THEIR SLEEP.'

COME.')

'

can definitely be decided, the Naval officers on
the campus will have to be taken into confer'
ence. We' can not speculate here as to the
result of such a conference but we feel that
this is an important matter and one which
must be faced.

what happened to the smoking petition
which was turned over to the deans by the
Babcock girls, and which we supported in our

ill-tim-

I

infor-matio-

The second problem which confronts us is
whether or not the Naval cadets stationed here
on the campus "will have the time to partid- pate to any great extent in intercollegiate
sports. It is possible tha they could be - permitted to practice during their regular gym
periods but before anything along this line

"Girls' Smoking" Again

Inmeeting

CWFORNIA 1
HERE

Last week it was mentioned in one of our
articles that the Naval cadets here on the
campus might be permitted to participate in
n
intercollegiate sports. The basis of the
used in this article was a release from
the Secretary of the Navy, which said in
that Naval cadets training in colleges
throughout the country would be allowed to
participate in intercollegiate sports as far as
the Navy is concerned. Upon investigating the
matter here at Wooster, we find there are two
main problems confronting us.

inter-collegia-

SEVERAL

Wm

.

Business Manager

Rogwi

I

By BOB

have suddenly appeared. These gaps have been
known to cost the championship for some
teams, and what are we to expect of the future
since the draft continues to steadily decrease
the number of men on college campuses?

l

Editor's note: This column has been designed Hor the purpose of presenting to the campus
all service, news available, It is hopsd that it can Become a column. Jor-t- he
sen in the service-he- re
on the campus and it is with that view in mind that we f extend to all service
men to contribute anything which they feel would be enjoyed by all to the editor of this
column. Phone 898-R- .

Demerits Cause 'Week End Blues',
Discipline Difficulties Are Eliminated 1

'

'

Dorothy Rkksmb

It

By JOB BINDLEY

The college sports are the ones which are
going to suffer. .Already gaps in starting line-up- s
of favorite teams throughout the country
ftcproseased for Natioful Advertising by Nstionsl Advertising
Bcrrioc. lac. 420 Madison Ave. New York. N. T.

J.

,

ST. LOUIS
BROOKLYN

G

Wallace G. Auty.
Brady

.

J. Thomas.

OHIO AKRON Rex W. Conners, Albert Di Geronimo; ASHTABULA Donald E. Gerrety; BEAVER Frank L. Hoover; BELLE VALLEY
Basil Junior Charletoh; CAMBRIDGE
Charles W. Keith; CANTON
Charles Haverstock, Robert A. Kirkwood; CATTOLL
Charles E. Dunlap;
CLEVELAND
Haskel A. Aronson," Phillips Brodax, Joseph J. Brown, Eugene Hemestray, Donald F. Joecken, Peter Kantrales, Emil G. Kerner, James
W. Knaggs, Joseph J. Knox; CLEVELAND HEIGHTS Thomas C. Birtley,
William Goidbach; CINCINNATI Andrew P. Beck, Howard" Johnson;
COLUMBUS
Thomas D. Bates, Henry L. Bowman, William H. Brown,
Charles R. Carpenter, Robert A. Dankmeyer; DAYTON Sylvan E. Connair,
Charles G. Gaddis; JUNCTION CITY Glen F. Bringardner; HURON
William C. Clauer; IRONTON Andrew J. Burrows; LAKEWOOD
John
W. Brown; LORAIN Leonard W. Allen; MANSFIELD
Howard R. Down,
ard; MIDDLETOWN Robert E. Brown, Earl L. Frye; MALTA John W.
Kincaid; MARION Charles L. Baker; PAINESVILLE Alfred M. Cole;
PIKETON Jack Caldwell; PORTSMOUTH Lynn E. Gemperline; SHAW-NEHarold D. Hannah; SOUTH SOLON James P. Exline; SPRING-FIELDonald E. Bowser, Donald J. Fasick; SPRING VALLEY Thomas
A. Brown; TOLEDO Bernard C. Avery, Robert M. Bollenbacher, Steve P.
George, Charles R. Haas, Paul Ar Homier, Ralph Dr James; WARREN
William W. Buller; WASHINGTON Paul N. Engle; YOUNGSTOWN
George J. Frommelt; WEST CHESTER
Charles H. Barber.
E
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Wooster Tankmen
Tie For Fourth In
Conference Meet

Freshmen Lead Tank Scoring

Wooster Ties For
Conference Honors

11-Ilt-

(Continued tram Page 1)
had lost all their offensive punch. As
the half ended the scoreboard read
Wooster in the lead.

t

By EARL NELSON

r-- Sports Editor

32-1- 2,

Coach Mose Hole can well be proud of hi basketball team of the past
season. They didn't have quite as good a record as some of his previous
teams, but they were always in the fight until the final gun. This season was
a season of upsets all over Ohio. Both Wooster and Capital lost wo games
in the league, but tied for first place honors if Toledo is not counted because
of only playing four games. With all these upsets, a record of four losses in
sixteen games is very good. Mighty Mount Union only broke even in Conference play with five losses and five wins.
Wooster will probably wait a good many years before two finer players
then Eicher and Sproull appear together on the floor of Severance gym.
Sproull's defense play will rank with the best of all time at Wooster. He was
always in there, seeming to come from nowhere at iust'the rieht moment.
As a rule" he didn't 'make many points, but the number of points he prevented the opponents from scoring would number in the upper brackets.
With Sproull at backguard Wooster generally had control of the opponents
backboard throughout the game. From his position in the offense he directed
most of the ballhandling, a very important job on any team.
Eicher Start
Eicher was. the big gun of the Scots Coach Munson and the nine men on
offense. At the beginning of the sea- his swimming squad. The Scot tankers
lost three, and tied for
son the common belief was that Woos-ter'- s won one meet,
the Big Six meet held
place
fourth
in
downfall would lie in the lack of
week. The nine man
last
Oberlin
at
scoring punch, but Eicher and Homan
squad was the smallest ever coached by
took care of this angle. In the game
good, but
against Kent last Saturday Eicher Munse. Their record isn't so
they always had plenty of that old
scored 23 points to run his 3 year total
fight. If the army doesn't get the let- to 631 to top Pudge Hole's total of
Munse should have a good
611. When he broke Hole's record he termen
year.
team
next
became the second highest scorer in
Meets Seventh
Fifth
Wooster history. Frascella's total of
varsity
With
the
season over now.
will
985
probably stand as long as
wishing
anyone
some basketball
see
to
Wooster does.
the gym on
should
around
come
to
Etcher's defensive work was also
Tuesday
Thursday
and
evenings
or
good.
the
very
second game with
In
Mount Union Stan Baughman was watch the intramural league progress
held to five points. In the game with I he big game or the current season
Muskingum .Dave McDowell, the will be next Tuesday when the two
Muskies
pivot man, was also powers of the league, Fifth and Sev
held to five points. Most of the credit enth, meet for what may be the game
for this defensive play should go to that determines the champion of the
league.
Ike.
'

all-Ohi-

o

Conference Allows Freshmen

This season also saw the Scots extend their home Conference wins to 53
consecutive victories. A new

home-and-hom-

Womtn'ti

Alette

e

inaugurated with
Mount Union, Wooster's traditional
rival. The Scots took both games in
The end of the basketball season is
the first round of this new series, drawing to a close, with it comes the
despite 27 points by Baughman in the announcing of the
team. This
game played at Alliance.
is an honorary team made up of thi
This season also marked the return outstanding players from all the teams
of freshmen to varsity play in the that played this year. The honored
Ohio Conference after an absence of ones are: forwards, Nancy Campbell,
. many years, Freshman Jim, Weygandt Lucille - Hunter,, .Virginia r Lewis and
series was

All-St-

ar

--

saw plenty of action with the varsity.

He filled in the position left vacant
by
Bob Homan after the
Muskingum game. Art Lindbloom,
Myndret Busack, and Stan
r
army-boun-

d

Parten-heime-

also saw action with the varsity five. All four of these boys show
plenty of. promise, and should play

good ball if they are around next
year.
Lots of credit should also go to
-

Q. In wuat names may a War
Savings Bond be issued?
A War Bonds can be reg- -

istered

--

t

he-nam-

es

of individuals in
their own right, in one
of the following forms t
St The name of one individual, or

4"

EL
KL

m

only-i- n

-

The names of two
individuals! as co
owners,

or

--

8, The name of one

J

individual as owner
and the other individual as beneficiary.
Q. May a Bond be registered in
the name of a minor?.

Binky

Woodward; guards, Eleanor
Homan, Betty Geating, Jean Sommer
and Nancy Helm.
. The winning league teams are th
1 rumps and the Hellions.
I hese two
teams will play for the championship
at Play Night on Mar. 17 and it prom
tses to be a good game, both teams
having gone through the season uncle
feated. Three challenge games have
been played since the tournament was
over. They are the Spuds vs. Hunters,
Peanuts vs. Hellions and Peanuts vs.
Imps.
There has been volleyball practice
this last Monday and Wednesday and
the teams are all lined up to begin
their tournament next week.
There will be lots of activity next
week when the girls have the gym
Tuesday evening the Modern Dance
Group is giving their - annualrecital
and added to this will be a Country
Dance exhibition. Wednesday evening
a Play Night has been planned with
a full program. It all starts at 7 o'clock
with the finals in the badminton tour
nament being played oft. At 7:30
there is 'to be a swimming exhibition
followed at 8 by the big basketball
game between the Trumps and Hell
ions. Following this all the participants
will meet at Babcock to partake of
little refreshments and hash over the
evening's fun.

U

.

&

:

It was hoped that Kent,' noted for
its second-hal- f
rallies, would come
back after the intermission and flash
a more potent attack. The Scots, how.
ever, never gave them the opportunity to get going, beating them to the
punch. Eicher, who up to this stage
in the game had had difficulty in
finding the basket, began to fire with
remarkable accuracy. In this third
stanza alone he rang up fifteen points.
His teammates continued to hold up
their end of the play so that with ten
minutes still to go the count stood at

Munson Praises Small
Squad; Kenyon
Takes First

Munson Stages

Stunt Exhibition

.

54-1- 9.

By THE MOUSE
.
Coach C. B. Munson has announced
Last
Friday
the
and
Saturday
8th
that Stunt Night will be held on
Wednesday night, Mar. 24. The fel- annual Ohio Conference swimming
meet was held at Oberlin College. Due
lows in the gym classes will participate in Stunt Night. The program for to wartime conditions, only five teams
the evening will consist of boxing, were entered. They were Wooster, Kenwrestling, blind-fol- d
boxing, pillow yon, Oberlin, Case, and Wittenberg.
n
fighting, and boxing on a beam. Stunt Kenyon took the trophy away
Oberlin
this
year, winning six of the
Night will be open to the public. Any
fellows interested should see Munse nine events. The final score was: Kenyon 61, Oberlin 47, Case 30, and
as soon as possible.
Wooster and Wittenberg tie with 16
Some of the fellows in Munse's gym points each.
classes have been developing quite well
Bill Blacka, Kenyon's captain, paced
as boxers and wrestlers. Danny Cor- his
team with a win in both the 220-an- d
dova, Frank Conrad, and some of the
d
free style events, and
other fellows have developed vicious swam
as anchor man on the winning
400-yarrelay team. Blacka's time in
the 100 was 54.2 establishing a new
Men! conference
Attention
record, breaking the old
Coach Carl Munson has anone of 55.6 set last year by Frank
nounced that track practice will
Richards of Oberlin.
start in the gym next week. EvFulkman Places Third
eryone interested should report to
Ed
Wooster backstroke
Fulkman,
Munse's office tomorrow at 5:15.
close
placed
ace,
third in the 150
a
Munse will explain the setup for
yard
backstroke
and Arch Dunevent,
the season at that time so all who
Wooster
can,
followed him
captain,
are interested in track are urged
with
in
place.
fourth
Fulkman was
a
to be there.
beaten by Tom Lechner of Kenyon
and Al Sutton of Oberlin, in a very
there to demonstrate them on each close race. Ed Holden, Wooster's
other.
breaststroker, came jn fourth in the
This program of boxing and wrest- most thrilling race of the afternoon,
ling is being followed in the men's the
d
breaststroke event. The
gym classes as part of the accelerated first four places in the
event were all
physical education program brought within one yard of each other, with
about by the war situation. At the Ted Carleton of Case winning by
beginning of this new gym program about two inches.
most of the fellows knew very little
Oberlin was 'fparked by Parker
if anything about the manly arts.
Lansdale who won the
free
Coach Munson is very proud of the
style and pulled in second in the 100-yar- d
way the boys have developed.
free style. Kriegbaum of WittenThe success of this venture depends berg
topped the divers at the meet,
entirely upon the student body. If the
turning in a beautiful exhibition,
fellows support it both by participat- while
Marwick of Wooster placed with
ing in the events and attending, it
a fifth.
should be a very successful affair.
Again Wooster's shortage of dash
The fellows will box and wrestle in
showed up strikingly, the Scots
men
timed rounds. A move is under way
had - no ... one in the 50- - and 1
to have the physical education men
free style. With a few good free
of the navy unit officiate the events.
style men Wooster might have turned
How about it fellows, let's make this
the trick and provided an upset.'
a good function.
Coach Munson was very pleased
Sixth winning again, this time over with the showing his small squad made.
Ninth. The final score was
In
Squad Shows Improvement
the second game, Third took a beatHe says that each man on the team
ing at the hands of Seventh. When
has improved tremendously as the seathe smoke and dust cleared away after
son has progressed. But for wartime
the final gun, the scoreboard read 35- conditions, Wooster would no doubt,
have an excellent team next year with
There are two games on the slate
the two yearling stars, Fulkman and
for this evening. Fifth meets First,
Holden. Only two seniors will be lost
and Eighth meets Second. Both Eighth
by graduation.
and Second will be trying to break
The Conference meet wound up the
into the win column for the first time.
current swimming season, with the
Scots coming out on the short end of
the schedule, winning only one of
YES!
four meets and placing fourth in the
Ohio Conference. With the season
over, Coach Munson has announced
the names of those who have earned
their letter sweaters. They are: Ed
Fulkman and Ed Holden, freshmen;
Stan Morse and Gordon Marwick,
Sophomores; and Ed Morris, Junior,
fi-n-

Substitutes See Action

The action in the final period was
rather slow with Wooster substituting
freely. Stew Cooper and Rhoe Benson
went in for Lytle and Jim Weygandt
early in the chapter. These two replacements chalked up six of the ten
Scot points. Midway through the pe
riod Eicher and Sproull left the court
for the last time with the crowd rising
and giving them a great hand. The
third stringers went in with two minutes remaining and proceded to enter,
tain the fans down to the final gun,
with a
brand of ball.
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mates began to find the range, Risser,
however, was completely bottled up by
the Scot defense. JBuckHein, the
highly-regarde- d
Kent center, was held
to a lone foul shot for the entire con
test.
Scots Hit Well

.

Ed Fulkman and Ed Holden, Coach during the meet

with Case. Fulkman

swam the backstroke all season while
Munson's freshman tank stars were
Holden swam the breaststroke and free
the high scorers for the current swim- style
events. Both fellows possess great
ming season. Fulkman knocked six possibilities for the future as swim

seconds off the pool backstroke record mers.
tournayear it has entered
ments, which is in direct violation of
the Conference position on the matter. Toledo openly subsidizes its basketball team, making no effort to hide
the fact. It is not unreasonable, conlhe intramural basketball leaders
sidering these facts, for the Scots, were true to form last week as both
along with Capital, to lay claim to the Seventh and Fifth' won their con
tests. Seventh, after a slow start, took
Conference leadership.
but the game was
over First 36-1FG FS TP
KENT STATE
contested
much
harder
than the score
:
5
Weigle, f .............
freshman
Bob
Anderson,
indicates.
1
2
5
Tucker, f
member of Seventh, playing his last
2
2
0
Rodio, f
.
game before leaving for the army,
Hein, c
took individual scoring honors with
.
Stewart, g
'
17 points.'
3
13
5
Risser, g
after
Fifth outscored Third
tie score in the third period. It apa
11
29
pears that both Fifth and Seventh
will be undefeated when they meet in
WOOSTER
TS'TP the finals of the " tournament next
, 2
6 Tuesday evening.
Katherman, f
In other games of last week, Sixth
10
Weygandt, f
4
1
Second by a score of
defeated
2
Benson, f .. ....
23 and Ninth won their first game
10
Eicher, c
Sproull, g .........
9 over Eighth. In this game both teams
4
Lytle, g
10 were seeking their first victory and
4
2
4 Ninth came through.
Cooper, g
Last Tuesday, the first game saw
10
27
64 left hooks and right jabs, and will be
post-seaso- n

Fifth and Seventh
Retin Loop Lead
--

0,

Statistics for the game show that
Wooster made 27 buckets in 86 at

31.

tempts for a shooting average of
The Flashes, on the other hand, were
far from flashes with only a 16 aver
age, sinking nine out of
Kent made eleven foul shots out of
sixteen tries. The Scots made it ten for
seventeen in the foul department.
fifty-seve-

n.

By reason of this win .Wooster ties
the Capital Lutherans for Conference
honors, each team boasting of ten
victories over against two losses. Al
Rockets
though Toledo's
have received official recognition as
1943 Ohio Conference Champions, we
feel that Wooster and Capital are
even more deserving of the honor
Not taking anything away from Toledo, which does have a championship
outfit, it is difficult to believe that the
Conference officials would award the
title to a team, however good, which
has played only four league games.
Their decision certainly is not fair to
the other Conference members which
have played a full league schedule.
Toledo, over a period of years, has
never lived up to the spirit and rulings of the Conference. Almost every
fast-steppin-

Track

i

v

Courtesy Wootter Daily Record

rough-em-u- p

The failure of the Golden Flashes
to produce was a great surprise. They
were respected as one of the most
dangerous outfits in the Conference.
During the first half practically all
their scoring was done by Pete Risser,
sophomore guard from Ashland. To
wards the end of the game his team-

111

r

.

t

g

13

Oil
113

28-1-

9,

fg

33-1-

3,

26-1- 4
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31-2- 2.
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ICE CREAM

rjILL Congratulates the

Conference Lead
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WEIGHT TITLES

For Tying For' The
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&

AND WSLTFU- -

SCOTS

50-ya-

WE HAVE

USHTWei'

- WOOSTER

200-yar-

&.
wM y

FfSHTINS WITH THE
MARINES AT

SUAbAL-CANALRO-

DI- S-

m-.:-
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HIMSELF

M
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KILL-IN-

S

AT

LEAST
10 JAPS
WHILE

B

PROTECTING
A PAL IN A SHELL
HOLE FOR.

It

AT

ST YPE

Results of the Big Six meet:
medley, relay
Kenyon.
(Lechnor, Kostock, Stewart), 1st; Ob.
erlin, 2nd; Case 3rd; Wooster, 4th;
Wittenberg, 5th. Time 3 min. 20.2
-.-

DBUG STORE
The Friendly Store

300-yard

c.

.

220-yar-

HOURS

d

Blacka (K)
Free Style
Montigney (K), 2nd; Gund--

J.
(C), 3rd; Hamilton (O), 4th;
Hinrichs (Of, 5th; Time 2 min. 27.4
1st;

lach

NAVY MEN
Why Spend Your
B Gib Crockttt.

. .

Leave on a Train?

Invite Your Guests to Wooster

A. Yes.
Q. How can I bny a Bond by
mail from agencies other
tian a post office?

A. Write to the Treasurer
of the United States for
an order form or send
a letter wttn a check to
the Treasury Depart
inert or to a Federal Re
eerve bank stating ntlm- -.
Iter and denominations
tot Bonds wanted and
giving complete instructions as to the
registration.
Can Bonds be attached for
debt in case of a judgment?
A. Yes. The right to receive payment of a
Bond may be transferred through valid Jim
dicial proceedings, but
only if the Bond Itself
is surrendered to the
Treasury Department.
See Treasury Department Circular No 530,
Fifth Revision.

Week-en- d

. ;
--

HAVE THEM STAY. AT

Hotel Bechtel
Convenience

Comfort

MIELP UNCLE SAM WIN

THE WORLD'S TITLE!
OF YOUR INCOME
IN WAR BONDS
.

INVEST 10

U.

WSS 7IS

Remember the longer
you keep War Bonds,
up to 10 years, the more
valuable they become.
WS3

707C

V. 8.

Trtatury DpU

sec.
50-ya-

You have all seen pictures from
Guadalcanal showing our Marines
and Army boys trundling along in
jeeps through Jungle lanes to clean
out the Japs. These boys were in
classrooms only a few years ago.
Some were in high school only last
year. Soon they will be joined by
boys now in senior nigh schools.

FOR THE BEST

e

'

TRY
Everything from Leather

Pocket-siz- e

ELLIOTT'S
Since 1900

Snyder Studio

Jeeps make it possible for these
to cross rough terrain
Thousands of jeeps are in
service and thousands more will be
needed to rout the Axis on aU
fronts. They cost $900 each. Every
American school can set its War
Stamp sights on a $900 goal and
loan our government the money to
pay for one of them. The War Sav-inStaff Diana to award a certifi
cate of honor to every school buying enough War Bonds and Stamps
to ffive uncle sam anotner jeep.
The Schools At War program is one
way in which every American
schoolboy and schoolgirl can get Into
the fight. . U. S. Tnamry
fighters
swiftly.

es

AN AGENT IN EVERY DORM
PHONE

38

(O),

5th.
100-yar-

d

Free Style

1st; Lansdale

Blacka (K),

(O), 2nd; Porter (Q,

3rd; Harsha (K), 4th; Britton (C),
5th. Time 55 sec.
Backstroke Lechner (K)
1st; Sutton (O), 2nd; Fulkman (W),
3rd; Duncan (W), 4th; Borer (Witt.)
5th. Time 1 min. 45.2 sec.
Breaststroke
Carleton
d
(C), 1st; Lena (Witt.), 2nd; Chav
(O), 3rd; Holden (W), 4th; Kos
tock (K), 5th. Time 2 min. 50.9 sec
Free Style R. Montigney
d
(K), 1st; Kuehn (K), 2nd; Hinrichs
rd

200-Yar-

to Overton Originals

Photographers and Photographic Supplies
"EAST LIBERTY at BEVER"
PHONE 16" " "

Lansdale

Harsha (K), 2nd; Porter (C),
3rd, R. Monrigey (K), 4th; Wcckes,
(O), 5th. Time 25.1 sec.
Kriegbaum (Witt), 1st;
Diving
Hillery (O), 2nd; Dancy . (Witt.),
3rd; Wilson (0), 4A; Marwick (W),

150-Ya-

-

Launderers and Dry Cleaners
FRAMES FOR PHOTOGRAPHS

Free Style

rd

1st;

.

de-tir- ed

,

8. Trawrv Dept.

tiJhatyoiiBufWiik
WAR STAMPS

E. Liberty St.

Dtrtt

440-Yar-

(O), 3rd; Gundlach (C). 4th; Sutton
(O), 5th. Time 5 min. 45.4 sec.
400-Ya- rd

Free Style

Kenyon

(Harsha, R. Montigney," Twining,
Blacka), 1st; Oberlin 2nd; Case 3rd;
Wooster 4th. Time 3 min. 54.8 sec

Compliments

GRAY and SON
Coal sad Builders' Supplies
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Queen on Friday

Tuesday, Mar. 16 Convocation, an- nouncements, student meeting- Wednesday, Mar. 17
Dr. Henry
Cole.

-

The freshman women will hold their Thursday, Mar. 18 Dr. Wishart.
annual spring formal Mar. 19 in lower Friday, Mar. 19 Dean Westhafer.
Babcock. During intermission, there
will be open house at Westminster.
In previous years, the formal was
.
T
-i :
tnoover
tt in
iXKtaKe. wniui ai
held
present is occupied by navy men.
The committee in charge of dance
arrangements is as follows: Pat Bry
.

(Continued from Pas I)
thing connected with music. Sht it
a member of the Glee club and treas
urer of the Imps. She' was formerly a
cheer-leadand also a member of the
Choir. Perhaps Marg is better known
because of the fact that she is en ant, Martha iwanson,
gaged to Scott Leonard and is now Marjorie MacPhee, Eleanor Wolford,
refreshments; Jean Compton, Lucy
sporting a diamond.
this
Day
Color
year
Harriet
decorations;
for
plans
Chamberlain,
Other
include baseball games on the after- Stoner, Genevieve Budde, favors; Jean
noons of Friday and Saturday, May 7, DeLaney, Ruth Mast, dance.
class re
r
and 8, and various
unions on Saturday. Alumni banquets
io
and parade, and the class play on Fri.
day night are still subject to further
Commencement
discussion.
The baccalaureate service will take
place on Sunday, May 9, and the 73rd
Commencement will be held on Mon
day, May 10. Additions to this pro'
gram will probably be made as the
date for Color Day and Commence
ment draw nearer.
er

co-chairm-

Speak

It V

'

'

At a meeting of the student body
after chapel on Friday, Mar. 5, the
following recommendation to the Stu
dent Senate was voted on and passed
"In the coming spring elections to the
Student Senate and class offices, any
person petitioning for office will be
eligible to serve only that class to
which he will belong when the fa!
term opens." This recommendation
aims to eliminate the confusion which
might result due to the three semester
- basis' on which Wooster is now oper
ating.
There will be no Vic dance this
week-enas the Senate is cooperating
with the Kappa Theta Gamma on th
last night of the presentation of "Ar
senic and Old Lace".
d

Phi Sigma Iota, national honor so- ciety for Romance languages, held its

-

mQ

piano redtaIs

monthly meeting ' on JMonday Mar. 8,
at Westminster, with Miss Deborah
Armstrong acting as hostess.
Mr. John W. Olthouse, head of the
French department of the college, was
elected president of the society for
next year. Eleanor Homan was elected
while the recording secretary will be Edith Beck. Mr. George
Bradford was chosen as corresponding
vice-preside-

wiU

be presented in the college chapel
this week.
Elizabeth Geer's program for Mar.
16 is as follows:
Sonata, Op. 31, No. 2 Largo-A- l
legro, Adagio, Allegretto Beethoven;
Capriccio,
Intermezzo, Brahms;
Brahms; Reflections on the Water, De
bussy; Prelude in A Minor, Debussy;
Etude in G flat major, Op. 25, No. 9,
Chopin; Nocturne in E flat major,
Chopin; Waltz in E minor, Chopin;
Concerto in G minor Andante, Presto Mendelssohn, with orchestral parts
played on the organ by Doris Fetzer.
Grace Ohki will give a piano recital
Mar. 18. Her program includes:
Prelude in E flat minor, Bach; Son-ata in U minor, Up. i.L Fresto, An- dantino, Scherzo, Rondo Schumann;
Children's Corner, Debussy; Etude in
C sharp minor, Op. 25, No. 7, Cho
pin; Hungarian Rhapsody No. 10,

For

Students Vote on
Recommendation

anj

Mflf

Liszt.

.

Captain Robert D. Workman, head
or - the - Uiaplains Uiv!sionot the
Bureau of Naval Personnel of the
Navy department, will be the speaker
for the college's commencement exer
cises May 10. He has been head of
this division since 1937 and now has
700 naval chaplains in his charge.

(Continued from Page 1)
will be neia on i uesaay, mar. i o.
The Y.W.C.A. elections will also be
held at this time.
Nominations for class representa
tives will be held in women's chapel
on FridayL Mar. 19and the elections
for representatives will be made the
following Tuesday.

WglcOlTlB

PcHIIIGIBG

Sigma Delta Pi
Sigma Delta Pi, the honorary Span
ish fraternity, is sponsoring a shelf in
the library with books on Latin America which should be of interest to
.f
everyone. M
1 hese dooks
are in tne
library in the east wing over case 5
In the latest issue of Entre Noso- tros, the Sigma Delta Pi publication,
there is a prize winning story, a Chilean character sketch, written by Horace Dutton, December 1943.

v

'
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StuderttsrFublfc
(Continued from Page 1)
b e n excellendy - filled - by - George
Phelps, Dave Talbot, and Ward Chapman. Miss Jane Eakin of the art department has taken over the stage
management with the assistance of the
play production class.
Members of Cast Listed
Members of the cast are: Abby

Cadets William Clauer of Sandusky, Jim Clark of Algonac, Mich.,
and Sylvan Connair of Dayton, are among the third group of naval
training. They are shown
cadets to arrive at Wooster for their
cleaning up the' stairway in First Section of Kenarden.

Debate Students
Will Travel to
Ohio Wesleyan

ht

i

Mac-Milla-

Frederick W. Moore will be the
guest speaker at Classical ciuo on
Tuesday, Mar. 16, in lower Babcock
at 8 p.m. Prof. Moore will speak on
"Classical Influences in Shakespeare."

Student Fellowship
German Club

The second Lenten program given
by Student Fellowship will be held
The German club will hold its next in the Big Four room in Kauke on
meetita Monday, Mar. 15 in lower Sunday, Mar. 14. Dr. Curtiss R.
will speak at 10 a.m. Dr.
Babcock. ror a varied program pre Douglass
opened the series last Sun
Wishart
scnted by members the setting will be
day. '
T"
irf a cafe and there will be drama,

...........,....

1

Ford; Elaine Harper, Phemia Hay- mans.
The production staff includes the
following: director, Delbert G. Lean;
technical director, Jane Eakin; business manager, Richard Shreffler, assisted by Martha Stark and Alice Neff;
publicity manager, Herb Rogers; properties, Ellen Vaugh, assisted by Eleanor Hadley, Ruth Mast, Sylvia
and Betty Knox; costumes,
Margaret Rath assisted by Jean Ann
Pierce; electricians, David Lanning
and Fred Stead; stage crew, Jean DeLaney, Barbara Voorhies, Joe Lane,
Larry Gabriel, Henry Trapp, Norman
Eloise
Wiebusch, - Betty MacPhee,
Smith, Betty Lou Good, Carol Scott,
Virginia Ellyson, Margo Drury, ShirReynolds Over-becley Davis; make-up- ,
assisted by Martha Stark, Alice
Neff, Alice Quinn, Lenore Dunlap;
bookholder,' Betty Lou Good; head
ushers, Virginia Miller, Jean Som-mer-

Classical Club
Courteiy Woottet Daily Record

'f

Brewster, Jane Menold; the Rev. Dr.
Harper, Charles Ireland; Teddy Brew,
ster, George Phelps; Officer Brophy,
Robert Burns; Officer Klein, David
Talbot; Martha Brewster, Clarice Mir.
aldi; Mortimer Brewster, John Stalker; Mr. Gibbs, Dean Cope; Jonathon
Brewster, Herb Rogers; Dr. Einstein,
John Bathgate; Officer O'Hara, Paul
Weyner; Lieutenant Rooney, Ward
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to the de
bate contest which will be held this singing, instrumental music, and danc
Friday, Mar. 12, at Ohio Wesleyan ing by entertainers. The program will
Wooster representatives

be Virginia Miller, last from
Martha Stark, Don Coates, and Jim
University

Home on Furlough

nt,

secretary and treasurer.
Miss Mary Rebecca Thayer of the
English department was reader for the
evening.

pre-flig-

W.S.G. A. Petitions

Murder Comedy
Begins Run For

Phi Sigma Iota

A studeRt recitaI Monday evening,

en;

i

.

CL UBS

Geer and Ohki
Present Recitals
March 16 and 18

five-yea-

Workman

.

Cadets Adjust to New Quarters

CHAPEL

Hoover Formal

t

:
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SnnatD. Conducts
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will
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Thursday, March 11, 1943

THB WOOSTBR VOICE

I

T

to 8.

Glasgow.
go

WOOSTER
THEATRE

will be taken by Don Coates

Glasgow, while Virginia Miller and

Martha itark
side.

will take

the negative
--

Forensic Fraternities at Chicago is:
"Resolved: That the United States
should establish a permanent federal
union with the power to tax and reg
ulate international commerce to main
tain a police force, to settle interna
tional disputes and to enforce such
settlements and to provide for the admission of other nationals which ac
cept the principles of the union."

"Once Upon a
Honeymoon"

and Trust Company
Wooster, Ohio

President

C. G. WILLIAMS.- .-
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"Who Done It?"

Kay Francis
"

$39.75

you wear over your suit or over your evening gown.

" $25.00

ITS.

-

J. KING........... Ass't Cashier
E.

ALLSPAUGH
''

Diana Barrymore

"Between the Girls"

Ass't Cashier

MEMBER
Federal Reserve System
Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation

Whirlwinds of FORMALS
Blowing in March at

Beulah Bechtel
NEXT TO SCHINE'S

man-tailor-

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED IN
"MADAMOISELLE" THE NEW

I P P I E

The

ed

.

O

49
V

py styles. You'll wear them everywhere.

Company
Printed and Engraved Stationery

E

AT
Beat spring to the draw this year,
Gay colors in prints are already being
worn exclusively in all the big cities.
PHEMIA HAYMANS will tell you
that . nothing but prints and bright
spring shades are seen on the streets
of Detroit. Even in all the blizzard of
Chicago spring clothes- - are predomirL
ant. So why not in Wooster?
BUTCHER LINEN is a nifty new
fabric that does wonderful things to a
ess pattern. While I was pawing
through-- the
stockdf new spring
things at Freedlander's I caught a
glimpse of a dark haired girl going
by me in' a two 'piece dress of Butcher
Linen and Rayon Jersey. The top of
the ' dress was a vivid green Butcher
Linen with gay white and red ap
pliqued felt flowers. The dirndel style
skirt was of a lighter green Rayon
Jersey. The skirt could even serve
two purposes, as part or the dress or
as a separate skirt to wear with white
silk shirts. You even have your
choice of flowers. It all depends upon
whether you prefer daisies or tulips.

service - all makes of type writers

it-th-

v
ONLY

Tpal

I

0

.

JJ

blade
for a smooth, clean
shave that you will
enjoy. Gives you more
shaves per blade.

.

I

Another dress that caught my fancy
was two piece affair of broad stripped
Butcher Linen. The" lapels and three'
'
quarter length sleeves are beruffled
with crisp white pique. The jacket is
buttoned up, the front with large pearl
buttons. You blondes, brunnettes and
redheads will find a color just to suit
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ration cards, social
Jeeu,,t'r rd' street er pais.
Conrenlent and saiy to

MiySS

lleense,

yJv
you whether it is red, green or lug
Z
- ii
gage.
Jersey is always good because of
quality. Even in the
its
hottest, muggiest day in summer it
retains its freshness. Besides that out
standing quality it has the ability to
take orint like nothing else does.
There are quantities fcf smooth-looing Jerseys to decide from. There is
one in particular that I would like to
That', How You'll
call your attention to. It is a brand
new idea for Jersey in a draped peg
uPcr'or Brand
top. The skirt is set onto the waist
YEAST and IRON
with a slenderizing yoke effect. This
PEPTONATE
one comes in either green or luggage
TABLETS Mllllli
print. They're so wonderfully easy to
take care of you'll want more than
F0R VITALITY A ENERGY
one.
Huurrlor YeBnt and lnin l'fptimnte UiilrkDOttie
TahlrtH art Ht an mully-lnkAll of these dresses that I have men.
toul for runnlown fn- (Imt
v'
tioned can be had in either regular or
ilitlun. Tako thrin rwilarly for
tliry'H supply
"fasanl-oiit- "
frrllim
junior- - miss sizes.The most amazing
your
t
m
Hpurk
- the nrrilrd
of enrrsr
Hie
liifiiln liody
part of it is that prices start at $8.95
end aid
onr
roriiiiMrlrH In
:
and do not exceed 10.95.
W
I'urafrm
onr dlicrHtlon, tMi! Step up and pen
up with Yeaitt and Iron.
.
'Carol Scott.
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Bever and North Streets

-

Once again . . . Elmo
brings you its yearly hm- ited time offer on your fa- vorite beauty aid, Special
Formula Cream . . . when
most Jor
you need
skin. It T
your winter-wear- y
will be especially welcome
skin
delicate
for the
around the. eyes, and on
your throat.

h-mutlinll-

We

Wm. ANN AT Co

SHOP-WIS-

k'

Collier Printing

S"

Wear them to class or after dark. They're
the "all purpose" tarn. Flashing colors, snap- -

COUNTER

non-crushab-

$35.00

Softly tailored dressmaker styles of more severely
number, in stripes, plaids or pastels in botany, camels,
gabardines and twills. Sizes 11 to 18.

"T

and Trust Officer
Cashier and Secretary

"RANDOM HARVEST"

r

nt
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In pastel shades, and hounds' tooth checks. The coat that

S U

-

Vice-preside-

J. BERTOLETTE -

HELEN

Y

Starting Friday, Mar. 19

-

SPRING, CHESTERFIELDS
-

W.
C.

''da

'm

I. CORRELL
J

Abbott and Costello in

N E W
$25.00

C.

S.

HAMBURGER IIIII

FREEDLAIIDERS
Commercial Banking

WEDNESDAY-THURSDA-

Now 10c at the

The national topic as chosen by a
representative committee of the three

FRIDAY - SATURDAY
Ginger Rogers - Cary Grant

SUN.-MON.-TUE-

All 8c Foods Are

.

Added Feature
HBehind the 8 Ball"

III l:'17
i 77 i

and Jim

-

I

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Parmelee, of the
class of '42. Paul is in the Cavalry
and is stationed in Fort Riley in Kan.
sas. At the present time he is an iiv
structor in weapons.
Having come home yesterday on a
troop train, he said, ''The train was
so slow that I felt like getting out and
pushing it, especially the last five
minutes."

L

NIGHT

DAY

about to

.

JEWELER
221 East Liberty St.
Diamonds
Parker Pent

was

The debate will be on the national
to press, who should peek into the
office but Paul Parmelee, the son of question for this year; the affirmative

George H. Lahm

812

the newspaper
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Watch Repairing

CITY TAXI
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